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Light strip

Controller
Data cable (1,5 м)

Adaptor

Power cable (1,5 м)

Due to use of this product, Yeelight LED rice lamps with high quality,
and to use of new interactive mode in conjunction with algorithmic mix
of natural light, with support of 16 million colors, your home will be
decorated to your taste.

Usage

Clean and prepare a surface for
installation

Intellectual operation

Glue to a surface of installation

1. Scan two-dimensional code or download Yeelight mobile application in
App store.
2. To ensure that the power light is switched on, open a program and
follow the instructions in the application.
* Make sure that Wi-Fi and Internet connection are available.
Insert the power adapter into the
socket

Press once "□", light strip lights on. One
more time press «□», light strip is off.
Press and hold «□», to choose light color.

Reset to factory settings
Disconnect the power adapter, press and hold a power button for 5 seconds, and when the
light strip run colors - red, green, blue, release a button. When indicator light will change
color to yellow, it would mean that the reset was successful.
* When the light strip used in new scheme, update the factory settings and connect the light
strip with this scheme.

Main parameters
Model: YLDD01YL;
Color mode: RGB;
Lifetime: about 25000 hrs;
OS: Android і ОС IOS;
Wireless connection: Wi-Fi IEEE 302.11 B / G / N 2,4 GHz;
Temperature range: -10- + 40'C;
Humidity range: 0% - 85%;
Input voltage: 12 В, 1 А (-)-(•-(+) ;
Power: 100-240 V, ~ 50/60 Hz, 0,5 А;
Capacity: 12 Wt (60 х 0,2 elements / LED module).

This product and intellectual platform support MIUI system, and be in a
network relationship with the rest of intellectual platform products.

Cautions
1. Before using this product, check the voltage that is supplied to him; voltage
mismatch can cause damage to the product and present danger.
2. The LED module is not replaceable, disassemble the product without
permission.
3. Light power allocates heat during exploitation, so you need to ensure
environmental air ventilation to cool the light strip.

Content of harmful substances in the product

Functions

Color adjusting

Light adjusting

Adding function

Scene change

Warranty
The guarantee is provided according to «Consumer Rights Law of China» and the
«Law on product quality of China», service Yeelight products based on the following
three positions:
1. Within 7 days from purchase, in case of problems from «Table of malfunction of the
product» Yeelight after-sales service center decide whether to take the goods back and
reimburse a cost or replace it with a new .
2. Within 8-15 days from purchase, in case of problems from «Table of malfunction of
the product» Yeelight after-sales service center decide whether to replace it with a new
or do maintenance.

Time relay

Delay

Operation by
smartphone

Soft update

3. Within 12 months from purchase, in case of problems from «Table of malfunction
of the product» Yeelight after-sales service center decide whether to take the goods
back and reimburse a cost or do maintenance.

The warranty does not cover such cases:

Please read the manual before using the product

1. Unauthorized repair, misuse, interference touch, neglect, ill-treatment, the effect
of fluid accident, alterations or destruction, modification, ignoring labels and safety
instructions.
2. Expiration of the warranty period.
3. Damage, caused by force majeure.
4. Problems, that does not meet «Table of product faults».
5. When failures appropriate to «Table of product faults» but caused by human. For
example, using wrong voltage, use a custom adapter, use in an environment, that does
not meet the conditions of operation, etc., which leads to malfunction of the product.

Welcome to the web site Yeelight http://www.yeelight.com
Or call Yeelight telephone service: 400-619-7969 about after-sales issues
Implementation of standards: Q / QDYLK0001-2015
Manufacturer: Qingdao Yilianke Information Technology Co., Ltd
Address: B4, Block B, Qingdao International Innovation Park, No. 1 Weiyi
Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao, China (China)
Phone service: 400-619-7969

Table of product faults
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